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Introduction
When using FormAssembly Workflow to create a customer journey, you may require data from
multiple form respondents. Our Workflow Assignments feature adds the ability to easily assign
someone to a Form Step in your Workflow Builder. This way you can collect data from a number of
respondents, all within one Workflow Response. 

Note: FormAssembly Workflow is only available on Team plans and above.

Assigning a Step
Before we begin, please note that Workflow Assignments can only be made on Form Steps. You
cannot assign any other step types to multiple respondents. 

1. Click on any Form Step in your Workflow Builder to open the Form Properties. 

2. In Form Properties, select the Assignment tab.

3. You can now select how to assign the form: Assign Previous Form Respondent, Assign with an Email

Address, or Assign Dynamically with a Form Field. Please refer to the sections below to learn about each

assignment option.

4. Click Save to apply your changes. 
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Assign Previous Form Respondent
The default assignment option is to assign a previous form respondent. This option will continue
with the same form respondent who filled out the previous Form Step. This assignment option
requires that you do not have any Page Redirect Steps between this step and the previous form
action. If you do have a Page Redirect Step, a warning will appear under the dropdown menu. 

Assign with an Email Address
This assignment option allows you to assign the step to a set email address. This option can be
used when you have a specific person or email which should be assigned the Form Step, such as
an internal approval of the data. 

When this option is selected, a new Notification Settings section will appear below the dropdown
menu.

In this section, you'll need to fill in the following information:

Requester Name: The name of the person who is requesting that this form be filled out by the new

respondent.

Requester Email Address: The email address of the person requesting that this form be filled out by the new

respondent.

Reason For Request: The reason why this form is being filled out by the new respondent. 

These fields will be used to generate an email request which will be sent to the set email address.
The email recipient will be able to use the link in the email to continue as the new workflow
respondent. 

Assign Dynamically with a Form Field
This assignment option allows you to dynamically assign the Form Step based on a previous form



field. In order to use this option, the following conditions must be met:

1. There must be a form field with email validation in a previous Form Step.

2. The email collection field must be on a form on the same path as the form being assigned.  

When this option is selected, an Email Field will appear below the dropdown menu.

Use the Email Field to select the email collection field from a previous Form Step. This email
collection field should be a text input field with email validation and must be in a Form Step on the
same path as the one being assigned. 

A new Notification Settings section will also appear.

In the Notification Settings section, you'll need to fill in the following information:

Requester Name: The name of the person who is requesting that this form be filled out by the new

respondent.

Requester Email Address: The email address of the person requesting that this form be filled out by the new

respondent.

Reason For Request: The reason why this form is being filled out by the new respondent. 

These fields will be used to generate an email request which will be sent to the email address
collected by the Email Field. 


